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Abstract

Case-based planning is considered as a valuable
tool for improving efficiency in planning by reuse
and modification of existing plans. In this paper,
the results of an empirical study are discussed in
which several factors influencing case-based plan-
ning are investigated. The results demonstrate
relative efficiency gains or losses caused by differ-
ent refitting strategies, different types of plans or
typical properties of the application domain and
identify possible pitfalls for case-based planning.

Introduction
Recently, several complexity theoretic studies have
been performed investigating worst and average cas-
es. The comparative worst-case complexity analysis
of generation and reuse under different assumptions
reveals that it is not possible to prove an efficiency
gain of reuse over generation (Nebel & Koehler 1993a;
1993b). The average case analysis shows that plan
modification can be more efficient than plan generation
under very restrictive assumptions (Bylander 1993).

Nevertheless, the two results raise the need for fur-
ther investigations both theoretically and empirical-
ly. While first attempts for an empirical evaluation
have already been made in the literature (Kambham-
pati & Hendler 1992; Hanks & Weld 1992; Veloso 1992;
Bhansedi & Harandi 1991), a systematic investigation
of factors influencing case-based planners has not yet
been performed.

In this paper, we propose to test case-based planners
on the following influence factors and discuss some se-
lected results that are obtained from an empirical anal-
ysis of the case-based planner MRL:

¯ Underlying generative planning system: Effi-
ciency gains of plan reuse are measured relative to
the effort spent on solving the same problem by plan-
ning from scratch, i.e., the efficiency of the underly-
ing planning system influences the savings we can
expect to obtain by case-based planning.

¯ Similarity of planning problems: The effort that
has to be spent on plan refitting/adaptation is ex-

pected to depend on the structural similarity be-
tween the reuse candidate and the required solution.
The more similar the reuse candidate is already to
the desired plan, the less refitting effort is required
and the better efficiency gains seem to be achievable.

¯ Application domain: Properties of the applica-
tion domain can probably render reuse and modifi-
cation more or less difficult leading to a different be-
havior of the same system in different domains. The
derivation of general criteria that support the char-
acterization of domains is a necessary prerequisite
to determine the range of applicability for various
case-based reasoning techniques.

¯ Flexibility of refitting strategies: Several strate-
gies to correctly refit/adapt a reuse candidate to the
desired plan have been presented in the literature.
Usually, these strategies are composed of various
atomic operations like instantiation, deletion, inser-
tion or reordering of operators, but it is not known
to which extent the flexibility of refitting operations
influences the efficiency of case-based planning.

¯ Complexity of plans: Plan modification is sup-
posed to become more difficult when the complexity
of plans increases. One measure of complexity we
analyze is the different control structures that are
allowed to occur in plans, as for example sequentml
composition (plaaz ; plan~), case analysss (if coati
then pla~l else plan2) and iteration (while cond
do pXan).

¯ Size and structure of the plan library: The
retrieved of a good plan from a plan library is iden-
tiffed as a serious bottleneck for case-based planners
in (Nebel & Koehler 1993b). Consequently, empiri-
cal factors influencing the efficiency of retrieval and
update procedures have to be identified in order to
draw conclusions for an efficient and theoretically
well-founded implementation of the plan library.

¯ Interaction of phases during plan reuse: The
reuse process proceeds in several phases. First. a
reuse candidate has to be retrieved from the plan
library, then the candidate is matched against the
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current planning problem and finally the candidate
is refitted. Plan reuse leads to efficiency gains if

t(retrieval) + t(matching) + t(refitting)
_< t(planning from scratch)

holds. Therefore, the total effort for plan reuse in-
cluding the interaction of the various phases has to
be contrasted with planning from scratch.

In the following, we can only discuss some of the
results and concentrate therefore on the factors

. underlying planner,

¯ complexity of plans,

¯ refitting strategy,

¯ application domain.

In the empirical study, we are interested in relative
efficiency gains or losses that are caused by the influ-
ence factors.

The System MRL

MRL extends the deductive planning system PHI (Biun-
do, Dengler, & Koehler 1992; Bauer et al. 1993) with
the ability to reuse and modify plans. Plan generation
in PHX is based on constructive proofs of plan specifi-
cations in the temporal logic LLP (Biundo & Dengler
1994). LLP provides among others the modal operator
Q (sometimes) and the binary modal operator ; (chop)
which expresses the sequential composition of formu-
lae. In using the logic LLP in a planning system it be-
comes possible to specify temporary goals with the help
of nested sometimes operators, i.e., goals that have to
be achieved at some point and not necessarily in the
final state. Furthermore, universally quantified, con-
junctive, and disjunctive goals and preconditions can
be specified in LLP.

The example application domain of PHI is the UNIX
mail domain where objects like messages and mailboxes
are manipulated by actions like read, delete, and save.
Furthermore, a simple blocks world taken from the SPA
system (Hanks & Weld 1992) has been implemented for
test purposes.

Planwh~le_t A open_.flag(mboz) - T 
Vz [sender(msg(z, mboz)) = 

--~ delete_flag(msg(z, mboz) ) = 
--~ ~[screen.display = msgs_sender(joe, mboz) 

O[screen_display = all_folders(mboz) 
Q[Vz [sender(msg(z, mboz)) = 

read_flag(msg(z, mboz)) = T A
save_yile(msg(z, mboz)) = y A
delete_flag(msg(z, mboz)) = 

Oopen_flag(mbox) = FIll

Figure 1: Specification of the iterative Plan while_l

Plans are generated by constructively proving plaa
specification formulae

Plan A pre -.~ goals
which describe the properties of the desired plan: if

Plan is carried out in a situation where the precondi-
tions pre hold then the goals will be achieved. Dur-
ing the proof, the planvariable Plan is replaced by a
plan(formula) satisfying the formal plan specification.
Figure 1 shows the specification of an iterative plan
that reads, saves and deletes all messages from a sender
Joe in the mailbox mbo:~.

Plans are represented by a certain class of LLP for-
mulae. They may contain, e.g., basic actions which
are expressed by the execute predicate e~r, and control
structures like case analysis and iteration. A plan that
is generated by PHI and that satisfies the specification
from Figure 1 is shown in Figure 2.

ez(frorn(joe, mboz)) ez(foiders(mboz)) ;
n:=l ;
while n < length(mboz) do
if 8ender(msg(n, mboz) ) = 

then ez(type(n, mboz)) ; ez(save(n, y, mboz)) 
ez(delete(n, mboz) 

else ez(empt|l.action) 
n:=n+lod ;
ez(quit(system_mbom))

Figure 2: The iterative Plan while.l

The empirical results in this paper are obtained by
testing a population of problems that is representa-
tive of the example application domain. They are il-
lustrated with the help of the selected example plans
while_I, while g-, and if_l. The plan whde_.? is a sub-
plan of u~hile_l only reading all messages from sender
Joe, while the plan if_l is the conditional plan shown
in Figure 3.

if open_flag(mboz) = T 
delete_flag(msg(m, mboz)) = 
then ez(tt~e(m, mboz)) ; ez(.folders(mboz)) 

ez(delete(m, mboz))
else if open.flag(mboz) - T 

delete.flag ( msg( m, mboz ) ) 
then ez(undelete(m, mboz)) ; ez(type(m, mboz)) 

ez(folders(mboz) ) ; ez(delete(m, mboz 
else ez(maii(mboz) ) ; ez(type(m, mboz)) 

ez(yolders(mboz)) ; ez(delete(m, 

Figure 3: The plan i.?_l

Figure 4 displays the performance of the underlying
generative planner PHIl for the generation of sequential

tPHI and ~ are implemented in SICSTUS Pmlog and
run on a Solbourne Sparc Station.
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plans containing one up to eight actions in the mail
domain and the simple blocks world.

The efficiency of PHi results from the use of proof
tactics, which implement a very ,~fficient search strate-
gy. The tactics prune the search space by guiding the
planning process in a strictly goal-oriented way (Biun-
do & Dengler 1994).

time jq
in ms
1200 --
1000-- s

800 -- blocks w NIX Mail
600--

31111--

I I I I I I I I lenglh ~v.^~’an
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Figure 4: The underlying generative Planner PHI

Case-based planning by the MRL system is based on
a logical formalization of the reuse process including
the modification, representation and retrieval of plans.

Plan modification in MIlL proceeds in two phases:
The matching of the reuse candidate against the cur-
rent planning problem is done deductively by proving
relations between initial states and goal states. The
refitting of the plan starts by constructing a plan skele-
ton from the reused plan depending on the result of the
matching process. The plan skeleton is eztended to a
correct plan by a constructive proof of the plan specifi-
cation formula which is instantiated with this skeleton
(Koehler 1994c; 1994b).

The plan library is represented in a hybrid formalism
linking the planning logic with a terminological logic.
Information about plans is stored in so-called plan en-
tries using the logic LLP. Each plan entry possesses an
index which determines its position in the hierarchi-
cally structured plan library. Indices are constructed
from formal plan specifications by mapping these LLP
formulae to concept descriptions in a terminological
logic. Thus, retrieval of reuse candidates from the plan
library is grounded on concept classification (Koehler
t994a).

Complexity of Plans
The first experiment studies the influence of the com-
plexity of a plan, i.e., the amount of control structures
occurring in it. While existing case-based planners
have been restricted to deal with sequential plans, MIlL
is also able to automatically reuse and modify condi-
tional and iterative plans that are generated by the PHI
planner:

¯ Conditional plans are generated by performing case
analyses.

¯ Iterative plans are generated by performing induc-
tive proofs.

MRL ensures that modified plans are correct by per-
forming plan refitting deductively as an interleaved
process of plan verification and plan generation. Plan
verification is grounded on a replay of the proof pro-
tess.

The effort necessary for plan refitting can be divided
into two parts. First, the effort spent on the refitting
of control structures and second, the effort spent on
the refitting of the basic actions occurring in the plan.

refitting = control structures + basic actions

Table 1 shows how different control structures influ-
ence the division of the refitting effort.

[[ Relative R~fitting Effort [[
Plan Type Control Structure [ Basic Action
sequential low

[ highconditional medium medium
iterative high low

Table 1: Division of Refitting Effort for Plan Types

If plans with control structures are refitted, e.g., we
insert operators into a plan inside a while-loop, the
inductive proof that has led to this while-loop must
be replayed in order to verify the correctness of the
refitted plan. The replay of a proof does only lead to
marginal efficiency gains because all steps of the proof
are repeated. Thus, efficiency gains during refitting
come mainly from the reuse of basic actions.

Note that the time for plan modification comprises
the effort spent on plan matching, skeleton plan con-
struction as wel! as on plan re]itting. This means, the
savings obtained during plan refitting must at least
compensate the effort spent on plan matching and
skeleton plan construction in order to make plan mod-
ification more efficient than plan generation.

The modification of sequential plans in Mill is usu-
ally more efficient than the generation from scratch.
Only minimal effort has to be spent on the verifica-
tion of sequential control structures and the savings
from the reuse of basic actions compensate the effort
for plan matching and skeleton plan construction. This
result also holds for the whole reuse process including
the retrieval effort.

As for plans with control structures different re-
sults are obtained: The costs for the replay of proofs
that verify conditional and iterative control structures
mainly determine the refitting costs. The savings that
are obtained by a reuse of basic actions are marginal
when compared to these costs. This makes plan re-
fitting in many cases nearly as expensive as planning
from scratch. If we now consider the additional cost8
for matching and skeleton plan construction it becomes
obvious that the effort for the modification of complex
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plans can be higher than the effort for planning from
scratch.

In the empirical study we obtained marginal efficien-
cy gains for the modification of conditional plans in
the mail domain when the reuse candidate is "suffi-
ciently close" to the desired plan, i.e., for each of the
cases a reusable subplan exists that achieves most of
the currently required goals. The modification of itera-
tire plans is always more expensive than planning from
scratch because plan refitting is nearly as expensive as
planning from scratch and furthermore, plan matching
and skeleton plan construction require costly inference
processes dealing with universally quantified goals and
iterative control structures.

Table 2 shows typical results for the examples, where
the example plan is obtained by the deletion and in-
sertion of actions at arbitrary positions in the reuse
candidate. All times in the tables are given in millisec-
onds.

HI Modification versus Generation I[
Example Generation
il.i 1590
while_l 5810
while_2 3690

Modification
1439
6040
3820

Relative
90.5%

103.9%
103.5%

Table 2: Modification of Plans with Control Structures

One possibility to ensure efficiency gains for the
modification of complex plans is the restriction of ad-
missible refitting operations in such a way, that only
some parts of the proofs have to be replayed in order
to guarantee the correctness of the modified plan. In
particular, an empirical comparison of different refit-
ting strategies and an analysis of the trade-off between
flexibility and efficiency during refitting are avenues for
further research. An efficient special case of plan refit-
ting restricted to instantiation operations is discussed
in the next section.

Different Refitting Strategies

MRL implements two different refitting strategies

¯ plan instantiation

® flexible plan refitting

that are selected in accordance with the result of
the matching process. In contrast to other case-based
planners, the matching of the reused plan specification
against the current plan specification is implemented
as a deductive proof. The system attempts to prove
that

¯ the reused plan is applicable in the current initial
state by proving prenew -t preold ,

¯ the remind plan achieves at least all of the current
goals by proving goale~ --~ goal,~ew.

If the proofs succeed, the current plan specifica-
tion Plannew A pren,w -~ goalnew has been shown
to be an instance of the reused plan specification
Planold A preotd -~ goaidd. Therefore, an instance of
Planold will solve the current plan specification. The
instance of the reused plan is computed by extracting
substitution information from the proof and applying
it to the reused plan (Koehler 1994c). The instantiated
plan is guaranteed to solve the current plan specifica-
tion by the proof attempt. No additional verification
of it must be .carried out. This means, the modification
costs only comprise the effort spent on plan matching
and no costs for the construction of a plan skeleton and
its refitting occur.

If the proof fails, refitting information is extracted
from it. MRL tries to refit the reused plan by flex-
ibly removing and adding operators, but it performs
no reordering operations in order to avoid expensive
computations of all possible permutations of a given
operator sequence. If a operator occurs in a wrong
position, it is deleted from the plan and subsequently
re-introduced during the refitting process.

In contrast to the results described in the previous
section where complex plans are obtained by flexible
plan refitting, the results for plan instantiation show a
different picture. Plan instantiation based on the proof
attempt leads to remarkable efficiency gains when com-
pared to plan generation. We show some selected re-
suits for the examples in Table 3.

H Instantiation versus Generation I[
Example Generation

time I rules
if_! 2160 [ 205
while_l 6320] 316
wh~e_~ 3800 174

Instantiation
time rules
570 97
399 63
200 29

Table 3: Plan lnstantiation versus Plan Generation

In the experiments, a reuse candidate is supplied
that can be instantiated such that it solves the cur-
rent plan specification. Table 3 gives the runtime and
number of deduction rules that are necessary to prove
successfully the relations between preconditions and
goals and contrasts it with the runtime and number
of deduction rules that are necessary to generate the
same example plan from scratch.

II Relative Z~ort II
Example
iI_l
while_l
ubile.£

time I rules il
26.4 % [ 47.3 ~’ II
8.3 %119.9 % II
5.2% 116.T% II

Table 4: Relative Effort for Plan lnstantiation
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Table 4 shows the relative effort spent on plan in-
stantiation when the effort spent on plan generation
equals 100%.

The efficiency gains of plan instantiation compared
to plan generation increase when plans become more
complex. This means, it is much easier to prove that
a given complex plan can be instantiated to satisfy
the current plan specification than to generate this
plan from scratch. This holds in particular for iter-
ative plans. The generation of such a plan requires to
perform costly inductive proofs, while the proof per-
formed during matching is guided by a tactic running
in polynomial time on the length of the formula to be
proved. Thus, we obtain savings of rule applications of
80 - 85 % and runtime savings up to 95 % for iterative
plans in the mail domain.

Runtime savings are usually higher than savings
of deduction rules because rules applied during plan
matching differ from rules applied, during plan genera-
tion. The planner has to perform a constructive proof
in order to "construct" the desired plan. It applies
special-purpose generation rules that compute, e.g.,
appropriate instantiations of axiom schemata, which is
a very costly operation. The rules applied during plan
matching are less costly because they simply split a
plan specification formula into its atomic subformulae
and perform unification operations (Koehler 1994c).

The empirical results show that the reuse of complex
plans containing control structures leads to efficiency
gains when refitting operations are restricted, e.g., to
instantiation. Furthermore, the advantages of a deduc-
tive approach to plan matching become apparent. The
proof performed during plan matching is su~icient for
the reuse of a plan and no additional effort has to be
spent on the verification of the instantiated plan.

Different Application Domains
With the last experiment, we want to highlight the
influence of the application domain on the performance
of the system MItL by testing it on two domains:

The UNIX mail domain is an example of a het-
erogeneous application domain. This domain com-
prises 15 operators achieving J.ifferent effects, like
open.flag(mailbox)--T, delete.flag(msg(x, mailboz))-F,
and save_file(msg(z, mailbox))= file. The objects of the
domain are of various sorts like messages, mailboxes
and files.

The simple blocks world taken from SPA (Han-
ks & Weld 1992) is an example of a homogeneous
application domain. It comprises two operators
put.biock_on_biock(z,y) and put.block_on_table(z, table).
Both operators achieve similar effects, namely on(z,y)
and on(~r, table). As domain objects, the table and var-
ious blocks occur.

In the experiments, the same polynomial proof tac-
tic and order-sorted unification algorithm are used for
both example sets, only the domain axiomatization is
exchanged. The current planning problem requires to

generate a sequential plan of 8 actions by modifying
a manually provided candidate plan. The candidates
are chosen such that they provide an increasing start-
ing sequence of the desired plan.

Im m
us ms bJock, aworld2600--

2400--
2200--
2000--
IIK)0--
1600--
1400--
1200--
IO00--
S00--

600--

2(XI~

I I [ I I I I I
I 2 3 4 $ 6 ? II leuiplsotmlableplau

a) Matching
~Jlel

2600--

2400--

2200--

2000--

1800~

I~0--
1400--
])00-- p~nS from maw.b

I000-- blockew~ld
.......................... m~ domala

800--

b) Refitting

Figure 5: Influence of the Application Domain

Figure 5 demonstrates that the effort for plan ~fit-
ring is almost the same for both problems, but they
differ significantly in the effort which has to be spent
on matching. In the blocks world, matching is much
more expensive because the state descriptions are ho-
mogeneous, i.e., all objects are of the same sort. This
leads to many different matching possibilities, in the
mail domain we have fewer objects and they are of dif-
ferent sorts, which makes matching less expensive since
the unification algorithm can benefit from the sort in-
formation.

As a consequence, we can conclude that matching al-
gorithms require to incorporate domain specific heuris-
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tics to a larger extend than is expected. In particular
for homogeneous domains, domain dependent match-
ing algorithms have to be developed in order to obtain
an efficient runtime behavior of the case-based plan-
ning system.

Summary and Conclusion

The empirical results identify various influences on
case-based planning.

One of the main results is the high influence of the
underlying application domain that has not been wide-
ly discussed in the literature. In the empirical study we
tested the same case-based planning system on two do-
mains with different characteristics and distinguished
heterogeneous and homogeneous domains. The result
indicates that empirical studies in the blocks world are
probably of a restricted value, because this domain
possesses characteristics that are different from real-
world applications.

A second influence factor that was studied for the
first time is the complexity of plans measured on the
basis of control structures occurring in plans. The
treatment of control structures introduces new qual-
itative problems that have to be further studied. The
experiments show that the results obtained for sequen-
tial plans cannot be generalized with respect to arbi-
trary types of plans.

Summarizing, we can conclude that case-based plan-
ners are faced with the following possible pitfalls

¯ The applicationofcase-based planning techniques to
application domains for which very efficient genera-
tire planning systems exist will not always lead to an
efficiency gain. More research is necessary to identi-
fy the range of applicability for case-based planning
in contrast to generative planning.

¯ Very complex planning tasks may require the gener-
ation of plans containing control structures like loops
or recursion. The refitting of these plans is extremely
difficult and has to be further explored. In general,
the reuse of complex plans is very useful when the
plan can be instantiated to the desired solution and
no costly refitting operations have to be carried out.

¯ Homogeneous application domains make the match-
ing process very expensive. For these domains spe-
cialized application-oriented matching algorithms
have to be developed.

Being aware of these possible pitfalls helps to avoid
them during the design of a case-based planning sys-
tem. Design decisions taking into account properties
of the application domain as well as refitting strate-
gies and planning tasks will lead to efficient case-based
planners. The generalization of the results requires
further studies investigating more complex real-world
domains.
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